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Abstract Themeridional structure of sea surface temperature (SST) plays an important role in determining
the variations of the Hadley circulation (HC). The quantitative differences in the HC caused by the
changing meridional structures of SST over seasonal cycles remain unclear. To determine the quantitative
response of the HC to the meridional structure of SST during the seasonal cycle, this study decomposes
the variations of the SST and HC into two components: equatorially asymmetric components (i.e., SEA
for SST and HEA for HC) and equatorially symmetric components (i.e., SES for SST and HES for HC).
Variations in HEA (HES) are closely associated with those in SEA (SES). In this study, five atmospheric
reanalyses and two SST reanalyses are analyzed, focusing on the period of 1979–2013. The response
amplitude of HEA to SEA is about four times than that of HES to SES in most of the reanalyses. This
result provides a possible explanation for the dominance of the equatorially asymmetric mode over the
variability of the HC during the seasonal march.

1. Introduction

The Hadley circulation (HC) is a large-scale thermally direct meridional overturning extending from the equa-
tor to about 30° latitude in each hemisphere with seasonally migrating poleward boundaries [Quan et al.,
2004]. It bridges the tropics and higher latitudes via heat and momentum transport by mean flows and
eddies [Lindzen, 1994; Hou, 1998] and therefore plays an important role in global climate system [Peixoto
and Oort, 1992; Diaz and Bradley, 2004; Seidel et al., 2007; Feng et al., 2013; Su et al., 2014]. Previous studies
have focused on two key aspects of the HC: first, changes in the HC itself, including the intensity and extent,
and second, the long-term variability and climatic impacts. As to the variation of its intensity, although con-
sistent results suggest a tendency toward intensification in both the National Centers for Environmental
Prediction-National Center for Atmospheric Research Global Reanalysis (NCEP1) data set [Quan et al., 2004;
Ma and Li, 2008] and the 40 year European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts Re-Analysis (ERA-
40) data set [Mitas and Clement, 2005] throughout their periods, the intensity trends are generally inconsis-
tent among the data sets [Nguyen et al., 2013]. No discernible intensification trend can be detected based
on rawinsonde observations and the National Centers for Environmental Prediction-Department of Energy
(NCEP2) Atmospheric Model Intercomparison Project reanalysis over its period [Mitas and Clement, 2005].

Regarding the extent of the HC, since Fu et al. [2006] demonstrated that the extent of the HC shifted poleward
by approximately 2° in latitude over the period 1979–2005, other studies based on various data sets have
further evaluated the variations in the extent of the HC during different seasons and have confirmed the
expansion of the HC [e.g., Fu et al., 2006; Hu and Fu, 2007; Previdi and Liepert, 2007; Seidel and Randel, 2007;
Johanson and Fu, 2009; Stachnik and Schumacher, 2011]. Although different data sets show differences in
the scale of the expansion, consistent results have demonstrated that the expansion is most pronounced dur-
ing boreal summer and autumn [Nguyen et al., 2013] and that the extent of HC expansion during different sea-
sons based on the various data sets is within the range 1.21° to 5° of latitude [e.g.,Hudson et al., 2006; Johanson
and Fu, 2009]. In addition, the variations in the ascending branch of the HC are explored in recent studies. The
seasonal shift of the ascending branch of the HC is explored [Feng et al., 2016a]. As to its long-term variation, it
is shown that the ascending branch of the HC becomes narrower in response to surface warming [Byrne and
Schneider, 2016; Wodzicki and Rapp, 2016]. And the narrowed variation of the HC’s ascent differs greatly
among climate models and may has profound implications for global hydrological sensitivity [Su et al., 2017].
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The long-term variability of the HC, as well as its climatic impacts, have also received considerable attention.
In particular, empirical orthogonal function (EOF) analysis has been used to detect the temporal and spatial
characteristics of the HC related to both its annual and long-term seasonal variability. For example, Dima and
Wallace [2003] indicated that the seasonal cycle of the HC is dominated by two components of comparable
mean-square amplitude: the equatorially symmetric component that shows little seasonal variation and the
equatorially asymmetric component that varies sinusoidally with the seasons. For the long-term interannual
variability, Ma and Li [2008] found that the boreal winter HC is dominated by two principal modes: an equa-
torially asymmetric and an equatorially symmetric mode. A similar result has also been found for the boreal
summer HC [Feng et al., 2011]. It has been shown that the variation of the asymmetric mode is connected to
the sea surface temperature (SST) over the Indo-Pacific region, whereas the variation of the equatorially sym-
metric mode is linked to SST over the tropical Pacific in both the boreal winter [Ma and Li, 2008] and summer
[Feng et al., 2011]. Feng et al. [2013] and Guo et al. [2016] also reported similar equatorially asymmetric and
symmetric modes during the boreal spring and autumn HC. Feng et al. [2013] illustrated how the inhomoge-
neous warming of SST over the tropical oceans would alter the meridional gradient of SST, and so contribute
to the formation of the equatorially asymmetric mode. This helps to identify the factors controlling the varia-
tions of the equatorially asymmetric mode in both the boreal winter and summer [Li and Feng, 2017]. These
studies have emphasized the important role of the meridional structure of SST in influencing variations of
the HC.

In addition, other studies have used theoretical analysis and models to demonstrate the considerable
impact of the meridional gradient of the underlying thermal conditions on the HC. Result of a theoretical
model of the boundary layer has shown that adjusting the meridional structure of tropical SST can change
the position and strength of the convergence [Schneider and Lindzen, 1977; Rind and Rossow, 1984; Lindzen
and Nigam, 1987] and influence the vertical motion in the lower troposphere [Lindzen and Hou, 1988;
Hou and Lindzen, 1992]. Furthermore, the meridional gradient of SST has a significant impact on the con-
vergent flow in the planetary boundary layer and the near-neutral stratification of the atmosphere
[Numaguti, 1994]. On the other hand, it is reported that the response of both dry [Plumb and Hou,
1992] and moist [Zheng, 1998] atmosphere to a subtropical thermal forcing exhibit threshold behavior;
for example, a supercritical forcing could induce a strong meridional circulation. And it is found that the
HC dominantly adopts the angular momentum conservation regime during solstice seasons (i.e., being
equatorially asymmetric) and the eddy-mediated regime (i.e., being equatorially symmetric) during
equinox seasons [Walker and Schneider, 2005, 2006; Schneider and Bordoni, 2008; Bordoni and Schneider,
2010]. In addition, Melice and Servain [2003] showed that the regional meridional SST gradient within
the tropical Atlantic has a significant influence on sea level pressure and regional circulation anomalies.
These research studies emphasized the effect of the meridional structure of SST on the HC, mainly on
its intensity. Recently, Adam et al. [2014] have shown that the widening of the HC from 1997 to 2012
was associated with a decreased meridional gradient of SST between the tropics and midlatitudes.
Nevertheless, these previous studies qualitatively highlighted the important role of the meridional struc-
ture of the underlying thermal conditions on the HC; however, the exact differences between the
responses of the HC to different meridional thermal conditions remain to be quantified. A recent work
has quantitatively assessed the response of the HC to different SST meridional structures focused on
the interannual scale [Feng et al., 2016b]. It is found that the responses of the HC to the equatorially asym-
metric SST are approximately five times than that of the equatorially symmetric SST [Feng et al., 2016b]. In
this study, we further examine the differences in the response of the HC to differing SST meridional struc-
tures but focus on the seasonal cycle. We also investigate whether the response of the HC to different
meridional thermal structures is sensitive to the timescale, noting that the dominant mode of the HC in
the seasonal cycle and long-term seasonal trends shows certain differences [Dima and Wallace, 2003;
Feng et al., 2013].

In this study, the variations of the underlying thermal conditions (e.g., SST) and of the HC were physically
separated into two components (i.e., the equatorially asymmetric and symmetric parts) to compare their
different impacts. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the data sets
and methodology. The climatological characteristics of the HC and zonal mean SST over the seasonal
cycle are illustrated in section 3. Section 4 demonstrates the responses of the HC to the different SST mer-
idional structures found in the various reanalysis data sets. Section 5 compares the differences of the
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responses over different timescale, i.e., the seasonal cycle versus interannual. Finally, section 6 contains a
short discussion and our conclusions.

2. Data Sets and Methodology
2.1. Data Sets

Five atmospheric and two SST reanalysis data sets were used in this study to objectively estimate the
response of the HC to different SST meridional structures. These widely used data sets were NCEP1 covering
the period 1948 to present [Kalnay et al., 1996], NCEP2 Atmospheric Model Intercomparison Project reanalysis
covering the period 1979 to the present [Kanamitsu et al., 2002], the European Centre for Medium-Range
Weather Forecasts Re-Analysis (ERA) interim globally archived data set that covers 1979 to the present
[Dee et al., 2011], the Japanese reanalysis data set (JRA) that covers 1979 to the present [Onogi et al., 2005],
and the recently released NCEP Climate Forecast System Reanalysis (CFSR) that covers the period of 1979–
2010 [Saha et al., 2010]. The NCEP1, NCEP2, and CFSR data sets have a horizontal resolution of 2.5° × 2.5°,
and the ERA and JRA data sets have a horizontal resolution of 1.5° × 1.5° and 1.25° × 1.25°, respectively.
Multireanalyses are used to verify that the reliability of the result is due to that SST data sets used as boundary
forcing for the atmospheric reanalyses are different, which may has a potential role in impacting the air-sea
interaction [Parfitt et al., 2017].

The global SST reanalysis data sets used to analyze the meridional SST features over the seasonal cycle were
the UK Met Office Hadley Centres Sea Ice and SST data set (HadISST) on a 1° × 1° resolution [Rayner et al.,
2003] and the Extended Reconstructed SST (ERSST) version 3 on a 2° × 2° grid [Smith et al., 2008]. Here the
common available period of 1979–2013 was used as the climatological mean for most of the analysis except
for the CFSR, which is only available between 1979 and 2010.

2.2. Methodology

The mass stream function (MSF, ψ) of the mean meridional circulation was used to characterize the HC.
Clockwise vertical circulation (the northern cell) is defined as positive and anticlockwise vertical circulation
(the southern cell) is defined as negative [Holton, 1994]. That is, the sign of the MSF in the Southern
Hemisphere (SH) is the opposite of that in the Northern Hemisphere (NH). Note that the ψ is a two-
dimensional variable, containing information in both the meridional (i.e., v) and vertical (i.e., ω) directions,
and the value of ψ includes both the magnitude and direction of the HC.

To examine the possible impacts of the different meridional distributions of tropical SST on the HC, the spatial
variations in SST and HC were separated into two components, i.e., the equatorially asymmetric component
and the equatorially symmetric component. For a one-dimensional variable f, the equatorially symmetric (fs)
and asymmetric (fa) variations can be decomposed as follows:

fs yð Þ ¼ f yð Þ þ f �yð Þ
2

; fa yð Þ ¼ f yð Þ � f �yð Þ
2

(1)

where y corresponds to the equatorially symmetric meridional locations. Note that the sum of fs and fa is
equal to the original f. For a one-dimensional variable (e.g., zonal mean SST), it is obtained that

fs yð Þ ¼ fs �yð Þ; fa yð Þ ¼ �fa �yð Þ (2)

Figure 1. Schematic diagrams showing the (a) equatorially symmetric component and (b) equatorially asymmetric compo-
nent of the HC. The blue arrows represent the direction of the circulation.
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However, it is not the case for MSF since it is a two-dimensional variable. A schematic representation of the
equatorially symmetric and asymmetric variations of the HC is shown in Figure 1. For the equatorially
symmetric component of the HC, the northern and southern cells of the HC are mirrored over the equator.
The southern and northern cells share a combined ascending branch located at the equator, with separated
descending branches in the subtropical regions of the two hemispheres (Figure 1a). That is,

v yð Þ ¼ �v �yð Þ; ω yð Þ ¼ ω �yð Þ; ψ yð Þ ¼ �ψ �yð Þ (3)

for the equatorially symmetric component of HC. However, the ascending branch is located in the SH for the
equatorially asymmetric component of the HC (Figure 1b), with opposite vertical motion in the two hemi-
spheres in the tropics, i.e., ascending in the tropical SH but descending in the tropical NH. That is,

v yð Þ ¼ v �yð Þ; ω yð Þ ¼ �ω �yð Þ; ψ yð Þ ¼ ψ �yð Þ; (4)

for the equatorially asymmetric component of HC.

As the zonal mean SST is a one-dimensional variable, the equatorially symmetric variations take the form of a
parabolic variation centered on the equator, however, with contrary characteristics within the tropics for the
equatorially asymmetric component, i.e., with positive values in the SH but negative in the NH, in contrast
with same abstract values (figure not shown).

Following the above considerations, the equatorially asymmetric component of the HC (i.e., HEA) and
the equatorially symmetric variations of the HC (i.e., HES) can be obtained by following Feng
et al. [2016b]:

HEA jð Þ ¼ MSF jð Þ þMSF �jð Þ
2

; HES jð Þ ¼ MSF jð Þ �MSF �jð Þ
2

: (5)

As for SST, the equatorially asymmetric (i.e., SEA) and equatorially symmetric (i.e., SES) variations are
defined as

SEA jð Þ ¼ SST jð Þ � SST �jð Þ
2

; SES jð Þ ¼ SST jð Þ þ SST �jð Þ
2

; (6)

where j and �j correspond to the equatorially symmetric meridional locations of the grid points.

EOF analysis was used to detect the leading mode of the variations of SST and the HC during the seasonal
cycle after removing the annual mean. The relationship between the HC and SST was investigated using
correlation analysis. Spatial correlation was used to examine the similarity of the two variables in the spatial
distributions. The regression was calculated using least squares linear regression. The statistical significance
of the correlation and regression values was evaluated by means of a two-sided Student’s t test.

3. Climatological Characteristics Over the Seasonal Cycle
3.1. Hadley Circulation

The climatological annual mean MSF, as well as EOF1 over the seasonal cycle, based on the five reanalysis
data sets are shown in Figure 2. The five reanalyses are highly consistent with each other. The southern
and northern cells of the HC are of the same magnitude and extent and lie between approximately 30°S
and 30°N. The combined upward branch is located to the north of the equator (Figures 2a–2e), and this is
consistent with the annual mean position of the Intertropical Convergence Zone also being located north
of the equator [An et al., 2015]. An equatorially asymmetric circulation dominates the variability of the seaso-
nal cycle of the HC and explains about 97% of the variance. The stronger component of this mode extends
from 20°S to 30°N and is centered to the north of the equator, with the ascending branch located at about
20°S and the descending branch around 30°N. The southern counterpart of this mode is much weaker and
covers approximately 15° of latitude. The descending branch of this component is located to the south of
30°S. The second mode of the seasonal cycle of the HC is equatorially symmetric and explains about 2% of
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the variance across the various reanalyses (figure not shown). As this second mode explains little of the
variance, it is not considered further in this study.

The principal component (PC) of EOF1 shows a sinusoidal variation along the seasonal march (Figure 3), with
positive values during the boreal winter half-year (November to April) and negative values during the
summer half-year (May to October). This sinusoidal variation is consistently observed in the five reanalyses,
highlighting the reliability of the result. Note that our results agree with Dima and Wallace [2003], and the

Figure 2. Climatological annual mean MSF based on the (a) NCEP1, (b) NCEP2, (c) ERA, (d) JRA, and (e) CFSR reanalyses,
respectively. The contour interval is 0.03 × 1010 kg/s. The solid (dotted) contours are positive (negative). (f–j) As in
Figures 2a–2e but for the principal mode of the HC during the seasonal cycle.
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spatial distribution of this mode is
similar to the EOF1 of the long-
term variability of the seasonal HC
[e.g., Ma and Li, 2008; Feng et al.,
2013; Guo et al., 2016]. However,
this equatorially asymmetric mode
accounts for an even larger propor-
tion of the variance during the sea-
sonal cycle than was reported by
Dima and Wallace [2003] and also
more than in the seasonal variabil-
ity of the HC [e.g., Feng et al., 2013].

3.2. Tropical Zonal Mean SST

The climatological distribution of zonal mean SST within the tropics, and its principal mode, as well as the PC
based on the ERSST and HadISST data sets during the seasonal cycle, is shown in Figure 4. Although the exact
values and amplitudes of the two reanalyses show small differences, the spatial distribution and structure
based on the two reanalyses are highly consistent with each other. The zonal mean tropical SST displays a
bimodal structure that is mirrored at around 5° latitude in each hemisphere. The peak value in the SH is

smaller than that in the NH. This
supports the location of the
ascending branch of the HC in
the climatology being located
to the north of the equator
(Figure 2). EOF1 of zonal mean
SST has an equatorially asymmetric
structure and follows an approxi-
mately linear change from the SH
to the NH (Figure 4b). The PC of this
mode shows similar sinusoidal
variations to the seasonal cycle,
being positive from December to
May and negative from June to
November (Figure 4c). The transi-
tion point of the PC from positive
to negative is 1 month later than
that of the seasonal cycle of the
HC, and this is because the heat
capacity of the ocean is greater
than that of the land, which leads
to faster heating over land than
over oceans.

As the variations of the HC are
closely linked to the underlying
thermal conditions, we also exam-
ined the possible linkage between
the zonal mean SST and HC during
the seasonal march. The correla-
tion coefficient between the PCs
of their first principal modes was
approximately 0.8 in all five reana-
lyses, indicating that the seasonal
march of the HC is closely asso-
ciated with that of the tropical SST.

Figure 4. (a) Climatological annual mean of zonal mean tropical SST based
on ERSST (red) and HadISST (blue) (°C), respectively. (b) As in Figure 4a but
for the EOF1 of zonal mean tropical SST during the seasonal cycle (°C). (c) As
in Figure 4a but for the time series of EOF1 of zonal mean SST during the
seasonal cycle.

Figure 3. Time series of EOF1 of HC during the seasonal cycle based on the
NCEP1 (red), NCEP2 (blue), ERA (green), JRA (yellow), and CFSR (black)
reanalyses, respectively.
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4. Differences in the Response of the HC to SST Between the Equatorially
Asymmetric and Symmetric Variations

Using themethod described in section 2.2, we decomposed the variation of the HC into two components and
then examined the spatial and temporal characteristics of HEA and HES during the seasonal cycle. EOF1 of the
HEA and HES is presented in Figure 5. We see that EOF1 of HEA is dominated by an equatorially asymmetric
cell, with a combined ascending branch in the SH around 30°S and the descending branch in the NH around

Figure 5. EOF1 of the equatorially asymmetric part of the HC during the seasonal cycle based on the (a) NCEP1, (b) NCEP2,
(c) ERA, (d) JRA, and (e) CFSR reanalyses, respectively. The contour interval is 0.02 × 1010kg/s. The solid (dotted)
contours are positive (negative). (f–j) As in Figures 5a–5e but for the first principal mode of the equatorially symmetric
part of the HC.
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30°N. This mode explains about
98% of the variance across the
different reanalyses. We see that
the five reanalyses agree well in
depicting the intensity, explained
variance, and spatial distribution
of HEA. The mode of HEA is similar
to the mode of the climatological
HC, with a high spatial correlation
of about 0.98. The PC of this mode
also resembles the PC of the clima-
tological HC, showing a correlation
of 0.99 (Figure 6a), which suggests
that the variation of the HC during
the seasonal cycle is derived
mainly from the HEA component.
This point is consistent with the
dominant mode of the HC being
equatorially asymmetric.

With respect to the HES compo-
nent, the dominant mode of HES
presents an equatorially symmetric
distribution and explains approxi-
mately 70% of the variance. The

combined ascending branch of this mode is located at the equator, and the two descending branches are
located at about 30° in both hemispheres (Figures 5f–5j). The seasonal evolution of this mode’s PC displays
a sinusoidal variation, which is similar to that of HEA but with a smaller amplitude (Figure 6b). A further com-
parison among the various reanalyses indicates that despite the strong consistencies in the spatial and
explained variance of the principal modes for both HEA and HES, the intensity of EOF1 in NCEP1 and
NCEP2 is larger than in the other three data sets (i.e., ERA, JRA, and CFSR). Furthermore, the peak value of
the HES PC occurs in December in NCEP1 but in April for the other four reanalyses. In fact, the climatological
HC is an equatorially asymmetric structure in December (figure not shown), which implies that the equato-
rially symmetric component is weak at this time. By contrast, the climatological HC is approximately equato-
rially symmetric in April (figure not shown), indicating that the equatorially symmetric component is relatively
strong at this time. Therefore, the discussion above indicates that there is some degree of limitation asso-
ciated with the NCEP1 data set with respect to depicting the seasonal evolution of HES.

As for the zonal mean SST, since the calculation of asymmetric and symmetric components is based on the
position of equator, the value of SEA at the equator is zero no matter in which season. The distribution of SES
is mirrored with the equator, with equivalent peak in each hemisphere, but with amplitude changes during
the seasonal cycle (figures not shown). The EOF1 of SEA displays an equatorially asymmetric structure, with
positive values in the SH but negative values in the NH (Figure 7a), and explains around 98% of the variance.
The PC of this mode varies sinusoidally along with the seasonal march (Figure 7b). EOF1 of SES shows an
equatorially symmetric meridional distribution (Figure 7c). The amplitude of this mode’s PC is much weaker
than that of SEA (Figure 7d) and parallels the smaller amplitude of the HES PC. The correlation coefficients of
the corresponding PCs for HEA and SEA, and HES and SES based on the different reanalyses, are all greater
than 0.9. These high correlations indicate that the variations in HEA are closely linked to SEA and the varia-
tions in HES are connected with SES [Feng and Li, 2013].

On the other hand, it is seen that PC1 of HES peaks around April during boreal spring but peaks around
August instead of October (Figure 6). The same interhemispheric asymmetry exists for SES. This may due
to the nonlinear response of HC to SST [e.g., Plumb and Hou, 1992; Zheng, 1998; Fang and Tung, 1999;
Bordoni and Schneider, 2010] and the active Asian summer monsoonal circulation [Schneider and Bordoni,
2008]. This point is verified by the significant relationship between the PCs of HES and SEA. However, not
the case for that of the HEA and SES, it is possible that the peak in HES during August is due to the peak in

Figure 6. (a) Time series of EOF1 of the equatorially asymmetric part of the
HC based on the NCEP1 (red), NCEP2 (blue), ERA (green), JRA (yellow), and
CFSR (black) reanalyses, respectively. (b) As in Figure 6a but for EOF1 of
the equatorially symmetric part of the HC.
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SEA, corresponding to a nonlinear response of HC to SST. Moreover, considering that the SST shows strong
persistence and memory, it has a possibility that the peak in SES during October is associated with that
during August.

To this point, it is of interest to consider whether there are any differences between the responses of HES to
SES and HEA to SEA, and if so, to what extent? The scatterplots of the first PCs of HEA against SEA, as well as
for HES against SES, are presented in Figures 8 and 9. HEA and SEA, and HES and SES, are closely linearly cor-
related as mentioned above. However, the response of HEA to SEA consistently differs from that of HES to SES
across the five reanalyses (i.e., NCEP1, NCEP2, JRA, ERA, and CFSR). For both the ERSST and HadISST data sets,
the responses of HEA and HES to SST variations of equal amplitude in SEA and SES are significantly different
(Table 1). The ratio of the responses of HEA to SEA, and HES to SES, is roughly 4:1 for the NCEP2, ERA, JRA, and
CFSR reanalyses but is larger (~8:1) for the NCEP1 reanalysis. As discussed above, NCEP1 shows evident short-
comings in depicting the seasonal evolution of HES. Thus, the result based on NCEP1 is not included in the
following analysis. On the other hand, although the exact values of the ratios vary across the reanalyses,
the relative difference between the maximum (minimum) and the mean of the ratios is within 18%. This
suggests that it is reasonable to take the average value of the ratio from the various reanalyses. That is, the
response of HEA to SEA is approximately four times greater than that of HES to SES, even though the magni-
tude of the thermal forcing is the same. This analysis explains why the equatorially asymmetric mode dom-
inates the variability of the seasonal cycle HC. That is, the response of the equatorially asymmetric circulation
to the same magnitude of SST forcing is much greater than that of the equatorially symmetric circulation,
which results in a much larger amplitude for the equatorially asymmetric than for the equatorially symmetric
component. However, the amplitudes of the SEA and SES are equivalent (Figure 7b versus Figure 7d). These
two aspects together contribute to the maintenance of the equatorially asymmetric mode.

To be noted is that previous study explored the response of zonally symmetric atmosphere to thermal forcing
and found that there is a threshold behavior based on the inviscid steady state theory [e.g., Plumb and Hou,
1992; Zheng, 1998; Bordoni and Schneider, 2010]. Namely, atmosphere adopts a nonlinear response to the for-
cing. The difference between the result here and previous studies is mainly due to (1) different timescales
focused: the thermal forcing in the previous studies is located in the subtropics [Plumb and Hou, 1992;
Fang and Tung, 1999; Zheng, 1998], and the adjustment time for an axially symmetric model to obtain a
steady state is on the order of 100 days or even longer than the seasonal timescale [Fang and Tung, 1999].

Figure 7. (a) EOF1 of the equatorially asymmetric part of SST during the seasonal cycle and (b) time series of EOF1 of the equatorially asymmetric part of SST. (c and
d) As in Figures 7a and 7b but for the result of the equatorially symmetric part of SST. The red and blue lines indicate based on the ERSST and HadISST
data, respectively.
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However, the heating varies on a seasonal cycle in the atmosphere. (2) The difference in forcing: as to the
response of HES to SES, the maximum forcing is around the equator whereas displaced sufficiently far
away from the equator [Walker and Schneider, 2006]. And to the response of HEA to SEA, the forcing is
equivalent to the solstice forcing which is beyond the threshold. Both of the heating situations are
dissimilar to the previous works. On the other hand, although the linear response of the HC to SST
explains a large portion of the variance of HC, it is also found that the variation of HES is also closely linked
with the variation of SEA, however not the case for that of SES and HEA. This point is consistent with

Figure 8. (a–e) Scatterplot of the first PC of the equatorially asymmetric part of SST against the first PC of the equatorially
asymmetric part of the HC based on HadISST (red dots) and their linear fit (black crosses). (f–j) As in Figures 8a–8e but
for the scatterplot of the first PC of the equatorially symmetric part of SST against the first PC of the equatorially symmetric
part of the HC.
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previous studies; for instance, a heating off the equator contributes to both the equinox regime and solstice
regime as suggested [Walker and Schneider, 2005, 2006].

5. Differing the Responses of the HC to SSTs Between the Seasonal Cycles
and Interannual

Our previous work had discussed the contrasting responses of the HC to different SST meridional structures
but concentrated on the interannual timescale over the period of 1948–2013 [Feng et al., 2016b]. It is found
that the response ratio of HEA to SEA is five times than that of the HES to SES at the interannual scale.

Figure 9. As in Figure 8 but based on ERSST.
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The different response ratios of
the HC to different SST meridional
structures during the interannual
and seasonal cycle highlight the
following two points. (1) The PC1
of HEA associated with long-term
interannual variations shows a
strong decadal variation and is
significantly correlated with the
Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO)
index. This suggests that the deca-

dal signals may have an influence on the variation of HEA, and the signals from the extratropics may impact
on the HEA. In fact, previous studies have already reported that the Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation [Mantsis
and Clement, 2009; Guo et al., 2016] and PDO [Allen et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2016] influence the long-term
variation of the HC. It will be interesting to examine further the possible role of the HEA in these reported
relationships. On the other hand, for the seasonal cycle, the influences from other factors could largely be
ignored, and the fundamental driver of the HC is the seasonal shift of the Sun. Bearing this in mind, we
found that the response ratio of the HC to different SST meridional structures is correspondingly reduced
compared with the result from the long-term variability. That is, the other factors (e.g., decadal signals) play
an essential role in driving the long-term variations of the HC, in which strengthened the decadal variations
of the HC. (2) Our analysis of the seasonal cycle more closely matches the theoretical deductions and numer-
ical experiments of Feng et al. [2016b], which further establishes that the impacts of the decadal as well as
the strong interannual signals of the HC are reduced significantly during the seasonal cycle. However, the
uncertainties associated with the decadal variations in the current Coupled General Circulation Models con-
tribute considerably to their limited simulation performance. Therefore, the results of this study provide a
feasible approach by which we can quantitatively assess the reproduction of the direct response of the
large-scale atmospheric circulation to the thermal structures without interference from the decadal and
interannual variations.

6. Discussion and Conclusions

In this study, using multiple atmospheric and ocean reanalysis data sets for the last three decades, we have
investigated the influence of themeridional structure of SST on the HC, with a focus on the seasonal cycle. We
decomposed the variations of the HC and SST into two components: the equatorially symmetric variations
(i.e., HES and SES) and the equatorially asymmetric variations (i.e., HEA and SEA), to investigate the spatial
and temporal characteristics of the HC and tropical SST during the seasonal cycle. We found that the response
amplitude in HEA and SEA are much larger than those in HES and SES and demonstrated that the variations in
the climatological HC are driven mainly by the variability of the equatorially asymmetric component. These
results indicated that the variations of HEA are closely linked to those of SEA, and the variations of HES are
linked to those of SES. Moreover, we found that the responses of HEA and HES to SST variations are distinct.
Various reanalysis data sets consistently indicated that the disturbances of the same magnitude in SEA and
SES are associated with different responses in the HC, and the response to SEA is about four times larger than
that to SES. Our results provided a plausible explanation for the dominance of the equatorially asymmetric
mode of the climatological HC during the seasonal cycle, because although the amplitudes of SEA and SES
are equivalent, the response of HEA to SEA is much greater than that of HES to SES, leading to a much larger
amplitude of the equatorially asymmetric variation of the HC. This relationship contributes to the formation
of the dominant equatorially asymmetric mode during the seasonal cycle.

Moreover, the PC of SES exhibits a semiannual cycle (Figures 8f–8j and 9f–9j), and a similar result occurs when
the semiannual cycle of SST is removed (figures not shown). Furthermore, although the phase transition tim-
ing of HES and SES is not simultaneous, but has a 1 month lag relative to the SES, a further examination of the
relationship, as well as the response of HC to SST, was performed but with a 1 month lag in the SES, and it is
found that the response differences as described above remain (figures not shown). This point further sup-
ported our interpretation of these results and indicates the reliability of the analysis presented in this study.
In addition, we found that the NCEP1 reanalysis exhibits certain limitations in depicting the seasonal cycle of

Table 1. Regression Coefficients of the HEA’s (HES’s) PC With Respect to
SEA’s (SES’s) PC and Their Ratio Calculated Using the Various Reanalysis
Data Sets

ERSST HadISST

ASY SYM Ratio ASY SYM Ratio

NCEP1 23.78 3.06 7.77 16.60 2.09 7.94
NCEP2 26.45 6.17 4.29 18.47 4.22 4.38
ERA 50.97 16.22 3.14 35.60 11.10 3.18
JRA 39.66 11.90 3.33 27.70 8.14 3.40
CFSR 42.94 12.23 3.51 30.00 8.37 3.58
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the HES component, and NCEP1may not be appropriate for the analysis of the long-term variability of the HC.
For example, it has been reported that the long-term trend of NCEP1 is stronger [Wu and Xie, 2003], and the
HC associated with NCEP1 is stronger than the observations [Waliser et al., 1999], and also that the amplitude
of the SH cell during the boreal summer is too low [Stachnik and Schumacher, 2011]. However, we focused on
the seasonal cycle after 1979 in this study, which corresponds to the period when ground-based observa-
tions, along with satellite-based measurements, substantially improved the temporal and spatial sampling
and reliability of the reanalysis products. Consequently, the ratio of the responses of HEA to SEA against
HES to SES is exaggerated in the NCEP1 reanalysis compared with the other four reanalyses. However, we
do not know the cause of this limitation and did not provide a full comparison across the available reanalyses
during the seasonal march in portraying the characteristics of the HC in this study. Future work regarding this
aspect will be needed to assess the possible causes of the uncertainties.

Meanwhile, using idealized experiments with a climate model, Clement [2006] found that ocean heat trans-
port plays an important role in influencing the structure and intensity of the seasonal HC, and the results
of this previous study suggested that both the oceanic and atmospheric processes, as well as their interac-
tions, should be considered when studying the variability of the HC. Moreover, the response of the HC to
SST involves complex physical processes, including possible roles for eddies, static stability, and stratification.
Therefore, it is worth examining further their potential role in determining the impacts of the meridional
structures of SST on the equatorially asymmetric and symmetric variations of the HC. This would help us to
develop a more complete understanding of the HC and may provide a possible physical mechanism to
explain how the influence of ocean processes is passed onto the HC. Moreover, although the decomposition
method is linear, the response of the HC to SST cannot be interpreted as a solely linear process as reported.
The correlations between the HEA and SEA, as well as between the HES and SES, are greater than 0.9 across
the different data sets, suggesting that the linear response counts for a relatively large proportion of the
variance. Therefore, the nonlinear response of the HC to SST was not investigated in this study.

Further, as indicated, the HC adopts the angular momentum conservation regime during solstice seasons (i.e.,
being equatorially asymmetric) and the eddy-mediated regime during equinox seasons (i.e., being equato-
rially symmetric) [e.g., Walker and Schneider, 2005; Schneider and Bordoni, 2008]. Therefore, it is of interest
to investigate which regime does the equatorially asymmetric/symmetric variations follow and their relative
roles in determining the variations of the equatorially asymmetric and symmetric HC. Besides, we highlight
the different response amplitude of HC to different SST meridional structures; however, why does their
response exhibit such differences and what is the involved physical process and feedback mechanisms.
These questions warrant further work and left as open question.

Finally, our results based on the seasonal cycle differ somewhat from those that focused on long-term
variations, for which it was found that the ratio of the responses between the equatorially asymmetric and
symmetric components is about 5 [Feng et al., 2016b]. This difference implies that the response of HEA
and HES to SST is not constant and may vary with the timescale analyzed or possibly with the season.
Therefore, we suggest examining whether the responses differ in each season and also a further exploration
of the underlying mechanism that drives the differing responses. These problems warrant further examina-
tion and will be the focus of future studies.
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